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T elsey Nl_w President 
-As P·rism S·wee .s Vote 
Hiring of More 
Black Faculty Urged 
By Tom Leander 
The Prism Party carried home 
the elections for Executive 
Board of Student Congress last 
week, taking in entirety the 
student offices. of President and 
four Vice Presidents by a large 
margin. The Prism candidates 
won by approximately one · 
hundred fifty to two hundred 
votes each. 
Andy Telsey, the new 
president, won with a total of 
554 votes and Cindy Miller, now 
Vice President of Campus 
affairs, took a total of 573 votes. 
, J 0sh Leonard, Vice President of 
Business and Finance, Cathline 
. Lake; Vice President of Student 
Relations and Communications, 
and Sue .. Rothenburg, Vice 
President for Academic· Affairs, 
attained an equally wide margin 
of votes overtheir opponents. 
Coincidentally·, the entire 
Phoenix Party Fllfl secon,d in 
each category of the race. All 
the members of the party, 
headed by Jay Fulham, garnered 
app_roximately 250 votes. The 
Midnight Ride rs, with 
'presidential candidate Leah 
Fackos, finished dead last with 
tallies between 170-200 each. 
, • . · - MALLORY 
Cindy MIiier, Cathlln yake, Andy Telsey, Josh 
Leonard, Sue Rothenbprg of the Prism party. 
Congress, the new officers hopii 
to continue this door to do01t 
discussion to discover thq 
opinions and wishes of students, 
Pleased? 
the students have an active, 
mandatory voice in decision." 
He hopes that the administration 
will be able to work with 
students' wishes instead of "just 
putting up with them."_ . 
The first thing that Telsev 
(continued on page ten) 
By Peter Korn 
At the January meeting of the 
Community Council a resolution 
submitted by the Afro-Latin 
Society was read, considered and 
finally passed. That resolution 
reads as follows: 
The Community 
Council strongly urges th~ 
hiring of f u 11 time Black 
professors for the 
following departments: 
History, Economics, 
Psychology, Sociology, 
and Politics, by the Fall or 
1974. We understand that 
at the present time there is 
a shortage of funds in all 
departments. Therefore, 
we suggest that those 
departments mentioned 
pool their financial 
resources in order to 
provide for new faculty 
salaries. 
''We also· suggest you 
increase the extremely 
minute number of Black 
and Latin professors on 
this campus by developing 
a viable exchange program 
in a variety of fields for no 
less than one semester and 
no more than four. 
-These will be additional 
steps towards the creation 
of a truly well •rounded 
educational program for 
all students attending 
Ithaca College. The hiring 
of one or two Black and 
Latin professors will not 
mark the end of attempts 
to develop a viable 
educational experience for 
all. (Although History, 
Economics, Psychology, 
Sociology and Politics are 
mentioned specifically, this 
resolution is directed 
towards all academic areas~ 
On January 28th, a copy of 
the resolution ~as sent 
to the head of each faculty 
department. As of the April 4th 
Community Council meeting, 
nine of the twenty - six. 
depar.tments which received the 
Jetter had replied. This does not 
mean, however, that those 
departments which did not reply 
have not concer~ed themselves 
with the problem. 
The hiring or a black faculty 
member is not a simple 
procedure. A number of ,. 
problems have presented 
themselves to departments here,--~ 
not t~e least of which is mon~y. 
The simple fact is that black 
faculty members are in great 
demand everywhere, and thus 
are in a positon to command a 
higher starting s a I a ry. 
Humanities and Sciences Dean 
Theodore Baker acknowledges 
(contmued 011 page ten) 
Andy Telsey attributed the 
!!asy victory for Prism to their 
contact with students during the 
campaign. Weeks before the 
election the candidates went 
door-to-door discussing their 
plans and making their faces 
known around school. They 
asked -students what type . of 
proposals they would like to see 
realized in Studen~ Congress 
action and familiarized them 
with the Prism platform. 
When- asked if he was pleased 
with the number of votes he 
received Andy Telsey replied, 
"It is always good to see, but 
whether I received one 
additional vote or 2000 does not 
really affect what I have to do as 
President." 
Davidson Boat~ouse _To Open 
Noting that contact with the 
student body is necessary t-0.the 
positive function of any St_udent 
Telsey said that he hopes "to 
approach the job forcefully and 
in a straightforward manner in 
dealing with the administration 
and faculty. It is necessary th~t 
Attica Broth.era 
On f .. he Cro'SS 
_ By Andy Friedman that all but four died of gunshot 
woulds. Autopsies on the other 
Attica, Sept.· 9, 1971-The four have not shown .any 
inmates of Attica. Correctional definite cause of death. 
Facility take over the D block Eleven sheriffs' departments. 
section and hold thirty-eight and the state police kept watch 
. people as hostages.· Attica, Sept. over the facility · and . were 
13, 1971-Violence br~aks out. involved in the violence. 
By Mark Engstrom 
This Saturday, April 20, will 
see the lthaca-C;oll_ege boathouse 
destroyed by fire in 1962. He 
then purchased the Browning, 
King & Company clothing store, 
which he operated until 1973, 
· Governor Rockefeller is . urged, Ammunition used by the state 
both by· prisoners and prison police consisted of Winchester 
Offic·1a1s to com' e to. Attica, but and high powered rifles,· and·one -- PHOTO av R. BONN ELL· become -a reahty-- as it is wh h ct· d t th f 60 
he refuses. No · statement was high powered machine gun. dedicated to the memory of en e ie a e age O · 
given as to why he did not come. Dum Dums Haskell S. Davidson. - The Davidson had long been active 
-One of the hostages had said, '"If ceremonies in the ·social and athletic affairs 
Rockefeller says no, I'm'dead.". The bullets used ·-were. .will begin at J: 3o of student life at both Ithaca 
Forty-three- · ·people w. ere d_ um-dum_s. Dum-dums are· p.m. College ·and Cornell. Many Jor over forty ·years J:laskell stud ts b fit d f h 
subseguently killed, nine of. ·b-ull~ts · that. explode upo~ . g1 Davidson lived- within and en ene 
1 
e rom is 
them being. hostages and one of .· entenng the human body arul friendship as he helped them served the_ Ithaca communih•. find · b f d d 
them · the· m· an ,•"ho prophesied were outlawed lrom -use . m. •, rooms, · Jo s,. oo an ... He ·first arrived in the area in the · sh" h 
h is· .ow.n···.death.· The pre_~ w.artim.e- by - the- .GeniVla · companion 1P w en it was 
·nan - d h th Co ti Th ris e hfe early- --1930's;· and was vice needed. When speaking of him, 
_- o~gi y .. repo~te t at ~ . nven on.. - e ~ 0"1 ~- - _preside_nt.:and general manager of his close friends recall that he 
_.pnso~ers. P,ad~ ~lit the. h~tages -.-':1~ .. gu,.n~,..:_:,lU~~ :h~~1l~a e .,-~~. Spo].'t .Shop; a p_ositio;n he showed ,liinitless energy' in 
.~ oa ··but_ au!opsie~ . prov~:d~ ·-· _, __ ·. f~n~~~~,~ffl.J~i:-J.,.,/.. ..:S.:.h~.14 _,:.until ~-. ~e_-. .stor~_ :_ ~!!: _ ve -~ Ile_· pµrsµ~d, and that 
,. 
'-· . ' ' ~- ~ .. ~ ~: 
-il~~~~<~:~i~£iii;~~i,;,: ·_ ...... ~.·:· 
. he always gave his all in helping 
his family, customers, and 
community. 
Plans for a memorial to 
Davidson were first discussed in 
.1973, when several of his good 
friends began to explore the 
,possib_ilities with Ithaca College 
officials. It was decided that the 
memorial should be athletic 
oriented, in view of Davidson's 
enthusiastic interest in sports. At 
that time the·crew program was 
just beginning to come into it's 
own, so it was decided that -a 
boathouse for the team would 
be the most practical and useful 
way to help the school's athletic 
program. 
Through the diligent efforts 
of the friends of Davidson a 
quiet fund raising program ~as 
undertaken, and the goal of 
. $60,000 was reached which 
permit_ted the School to 
authorize the construction of a . 
boathouse. 
Ground was broken for the 
structure last fall, and 
construction completed . severa\ 
weeks ago. The building is 
considered one of the finer small 
college rowing facilities in the 
East. The structure is composed· 
of steel and concrete block ,! 
construction on a floating slab, 
and Qffers access to the old inlet., 
i' 
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around the nation 
Controls Lifted 
Washington ... The last remaining controls over food 
retailers and wholesalers were lifted by the Cost of 
Living Council this week. This had be.en the largest 
segment of the economy that had still been subject 
to the government's wage and price restraints. This 
decision will permit the food industry to charge 
whatever they feel the public will be willing to pay 
for their products. Cost of Living Council Director 
John T. Dunlop expressed belief, however, that 
competitive pressures would prevent sharp price 
mi:rease~. 
Nixon Humbly Refuses 
Miami ... President Nixon announced here this week 
that he would not accept the $47,000 he has 
received in gifts from private citizens to help him 
pay off his tax debt. The Internal Revenue Service 
ha~ determined that Nixon owes more than 
":>430,000 m hack income taxes for the last four 
year~. Nixon said that he was moved hy this 
!,howing of public support. hut that he would 
n:turn ..ill gifts hearing the names of the donors, 
and that the re!,t would be given to the Red Cross. 
The donations ranged. from several hundred 
dollar~. to six cenh that wa~ pledged hy a grammar 
\Ch ool ~t ud en t. 
Mitchell Stand!> 
New York ... Takmg the stand m his own trial, John 
Mitchell testified that while he was still President 
Nixon's l\tlorney General. he "willingly 
contacted" the chairman of a federal agency on 
behalf of a man that agency was investigating. 
Mitchell ~aid that the action ha.\ not heen,,..wrong, 
and that he ha<l undertaken 1t because he had 
heard report~ that the ;1ge1H:y had heen harasstng 
Robert I.. Vesco, the man in question. The agency 
1~volvl!d i~ the Securitie~ and 1::xchange 
( 01111111ss1on, and lhe diairman contacted was 
William J. C'a~ey. Ve!,CO i~ accused or giving i·llegal 
campaign contnhut1on~ to Nixon's re-dect1on 
eflort. 111 return.,. for a halt to the federal 
invesligatwn being hcl<l again~t him. 
Come Out, Come Out Wherever You Are 
San Fransisco ... Thc quest ion of whetilcr or not the 
1-.idnapped l'atm:i;1 llcarst is still alive, now appears 
to have hecn answered. l'arnc1a was reportedly 
~el'n 111 a ha1ik rohhny _!>taged hy the Sumbionese 
L1heralio11 l\rmy. lhe group who ah<luctcd the 
daughll'r or puhli~her Randoll llearsl more than 
two months ago. Shl' wa~ s;1id lo havl' hecn an 
actl\e· p;irt1c.:1panl 111 !ht· rohhl'ry, and '10 have heen 
carrying a suh 111ac.:h111l' gun wilh hn. 
!around the world 
Syria, Israel Polarized 
United Nation~. N.Y .... l\llhough Syn.1 and Israel 
re!nain t1rn1 111 lhe·1r pllla1 stand~ on troop 
withdrawal t rom the ( ;01:111 I le·igh ts. ll.S. Sccn~lary 
of Slate• llenry K1ss111gl'r e·,p1t·~sed optimism that 
he l'an hl'lp rt·ach a Ill~! ~t·tlk·mt·nt. Kissinger is 
scht·duk·d to rl'lurn Ill the Middle· l·ast in the near 
tuture. Aide, to !ht· St·t·rt·tary were reported as 
~ay111g. thal Ill' lwht·ves that there· are certam 
rJctors which 111dicatt- that disengagement can 
hecomt· a re·ality he·lwet·n the two armies. 
Wh1k- at the ll.N .. Kissinga also pledged a 
maJor effort on tlw part or lht· llnitt.'d Staks to 
aid the third world 111 its dt•vl'iopmcnt. With this 
prornbe he abo issued a warning, howewr. which 
~taled that t·oun1m·s 111cludetl III l111!, aid shouldn"t 
resort ol lhe politics of "pn~S!->Ures and threats," in 
order to induc.:t· lhl' l1111led Statt·s 11110 a parlic.:ular 
cour!>e. of •. act1011. The organization of petroleum 
exporting countries wa~ cited as a t,ad example for 
c.:ountries to follow. 
Niger Military Takes Over 
Niamey: Niger ... The army of this drought stricken 
West Atm:an nation announced this week that it 
h~d seized power of lht• government. The army 
~a11.l they acted because of the · t·ountries 
··catastrophic situation ... which has seen starvation 
and death ravage the land. There has been no· 
indication as to whether any violence had been 
present in the coup. 
Ithaca Springs A1ive· Wifh Summer Opportunities~~---
By Kathi Perras 
If you're one of the several 
hundred students enrolled in 
summer courses at Ithaca 
College and have resigned 
yourself to the idea that your 
summer is going to be a 
, bummer··cheer up. There's more 
to an Ithaca summer than meets 
the eye. 
I.C. holds five summer 
sessions beginning June I 0th and 
continuing through August 1.7 th. 
Most undergraduate and 
graduate divisions are offering a 
variety of courses. Students may 
register in advance at the 
Summer Sessions Office till May 
31st. The office is located next 
to the language lab in the 
basement of Muller Faculty 
Center. 
Student housing is available in 
the Terraces and Garden 
Apartments by the week or for 
the en tire summer. Some 
apartments are available to those 
who want to remain in the 
Ithaca area to work or vacation 
before continuing their studies 
next semester. 
Ithaca College hosts a number 
of conferences for visiting 
church, youth and educational 
groups. You'll see and meet all 
kinds of people throughout the 
summer months, from Quakers 
to Boy Scouts to a Bugle Corps. 
Almost all of the campus 
facilities will remain open, 
(sorry, not the Pub). The stables, 
tennis courts, pool and gym are 
available to all students. 
Concerts 
The. Union will continue its 
regular programs, offering a 
variety of folksingers, films, beer 
blasts and dances. 1.C. usually 
manages to lure one or two big 
name bands although the Office 
of Campus Activities says that 
the scheduling of these concerts 
has not been finalized yet. 
The Summer Repertoire 
Theatre,. composed of I.C. and 
Cornell students, presents a 
number of productions 
throughout the summer, and 
alternates th·em between the two 
campuses. ' 
Another annual event is a 
Craft Fair which displays 
student artwork and is open to the 
public. This year it runs from 
July 25th through August I 2th. 
... Except in Job Market 
By Tom Leander 
Looking for a job in Ithaca 
this summer'! Glad. you're 
independently wealt)l-Y..· .. · 
According to hoth the Youth 
Bureau downtown and Financial 
Aids !1erc pn campus the 
opportu nitics for J.C. students 
. seeking employment this 
summer are far from wide open. 
The situation looks grim , . 
because, while there are 
relatively few openings al J.C., 
down town students will be 
competing with Ithaca residents· 
returning home from schools· 
who have jobs lined up already. 
The work_. availabte here on 
campus includes a few openings 
with physical plant, the library, 
the School of· Communications 
and one or two positions in the 
music and science buildings. 
Financi~l.Aids said that they will, 
choose the candidiates for these 
jobs on a priority basis, 
admitting students on tlie 
financial aids . program first. 
Other applicants remain at the. 
bottom of the list. 
Ithaca College Financial Aids 
reported tha"t they· natl irtquired 
at several establishments on the 
-·~~~~~~~·~~ 
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Although it is hard to believe, 
most sources agree that the 
climate of the Ithaca area is 
perfect for a summer vacation. 
The spectacular views and ideal 
resort facilities, like Buttermilk, 
Treeman and Taughannock state 
parks, all complete with 
waterfalls and gorges, draw 
many tourists ·year after year. 
Town is Open 
Most of the . restaurants and 
bars remain open, offering some 
-sort of night life. There's also 
unlimited opportunities for 
camping, hiking, fishing, 
swimming and boating. 
Horse·racing is a big event in 
th·e nearby town of 
Canandaigua, and a weekend at 
Watkins Glen will probably · 
provide you with some 
entertaining auto races as well as 
a guaranteed good time. 
There's lots to do in Ithaca 
during the summer months, in 
fact many students and faculty 
claim they enjoy its quiet and 
relaxe<;l. surroundings. Due to the 
fact that there are fewer people 
around it is easter for everyone 
to get to know each other. 
chances of employment for'· 
students here. · In many cases, 
they noted, there were negative 
responses or none at all. 
The Youth Bureau of the City 
of Ithaca confirmed that the 
work they have lined up for 
students, which are jobs as camp. 
counselors and lifeguards, will be 
given first to Ithaca residents. 
They reported that among the 
many applications. they received 
those who live in Ithaca will be 
considered first. . 
At Cornell. the job situation 
for Ithaca College, students is 
"nonexistent," according to one 
official . at the .Fin.ancial Aids·. 
office there. 'Ih.e. offi.c.e seeks 
only to find jobs for Cornell 
students. For an I.C. student to 
be hired at Cornell he would 
have to have "unique" 
qualifications, noted the same 
official. ) 
-
BOATHOUSE 
r•·onrmued from page one) 
and the flood release channel. 
The house can store twelve eight 
oar shells, and includes a work 
and repair area. There is also 
space -available between the 
storage racks for a shell trailer, 
or even as a storage area for the 
shells of visiting crews. 
Much of the credit for the 
construction of the boathouse 
must also be given the crew 
program itself. Since its 
inception in 1968, consistent 
progress and dedication have 
'been an integral part of the 
program. 
It was Gary Kilpatrick who 
had the initiative to introduce 
the sport of crew to LC. At that 
time,· Howard Dillingham was 
president of the college, and it . 
was he who helped to finance 
the purchase · of the original 
equipment for Kilpatrick's team. 
Cornell was also a .great asset to 
the program's early days, as they 
helped in arranging the purchase 
of the shells, and· allowed th 
LC. team to practice irt thei, 
facilities. 
Kilpatrick left Ithaca in 1970, 
and was replaced by. Bill 
Cromwell in the position of head 
coach. Thus far this season 
Cromwell's team has won· it's 
first two outings, the Dillingham 
and the Harbarow Regattas. 
Following tlre dedication 
program this Saturday · the crew 
team will lay -it's winning record 
on the line against the United 
States Merchant Marine 
Acac,iemy,,.in a race-beginning at· 
2:30 p.rri. in the Ftomt-Relief 
Channel. 
' ' ;;'t • .... ~ ., ·~. : ~· \ 
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REEFER 
By Cindy Schwartz 
Reefer Madness the Student 
Activities Board (SAB) movie 
for \ast weekend had a limited 
showing of one night. This was 
due to the costly damage done 
by students to Textor 102 
Thursday night, where the film 
was being shown. 
Many details concerning the· 
use of the film had been 
inadvertently· overlooked by 
SAB while making plans for the 
evening. These included the fact 
that in addition to Reefer 
Madness a· short film had also 
been added to the bill, but had 
not been added to . the total 
· showing time. This caused a 
large crowd of people to form 
outside TI 02 while the other 
film delayed the eleven o'clock 
showing for approximately a 
half hour. 
Another oversight was made 
with the publicity. The posters 
hung up around the school were· 
more effective in spreading news 
of the film than anticipated. In 
addition to this, some of the 
posters were mjsmarked, 
deleting the date of Friday's 
showings, so Thursday night's 
showings became extremely 
overcrowded. 
All these factors added up t.o 
,!P~roximately three hundred 
Attica-
(continuedfrom page one) 
weapons. · 
When it was over, sixty-one 
prisoners were indicted on 
counts totalling 61,000 years in 
prison. Frank Smith, one of the 
defendants also known as Big 
Ba:x, was indicted on two counts 
of murder and thirty eight 
· counts of kidnapping. · 
Smith is presently released on 
$55,000 bail paid for by the 
Attica Defense League. He is 
travelling ·throughout the local 
areas on a truth crusade to 
..inform the uninformed about 
Attica. 
The proceedings (not the 
trials) will commence on April 
29th in Buffalo, New York. 
When the actual trials begin, 
there will be four trials 
simultaneously causing Buffalo 
to become, in Smith's words, 
"an Attica town." Smith feels 
there is no way he can receive a 
fair trial because the jury will 
consist of twelve white men, 
probably all "buddies" and.from 
the same neighborhood. The 
juiy rrembeis, he fee~ probably should 
have inmates at one time· or 
another to understand what 
Smith and his brothers went 
through. . 
Money Not Skin 
A·ccording to Big B\ack, the 
main factor that , determines 
justice under the laws of this 
country, is money, not skin 
color. You won't find a rich man 
· in the jails, he points out. All the 
Attica defendants are poor. 
The official reports say forty-
three people died in 'the violence 
at Attica; Big Black suspects it is 
more. He contends that many 
prisoners were taken out in the 
yard, killed and buried that were 
never reported. Big Black 
suggests this because of the way 
the killings originally took place 
and the fact . that there were 
several inmates he never again 
saw after the violence that were 
not among the forty-three dead. 
Black also insists it was a 
spontaneous uprising and not, a 
conspiracy as . some believe. It 
"just happened that rooming," 
by an "amazing" series of 
coincidences. 
The Defense League is calling 
for the humanization of prisons. 
- They· need money. The New 
York State government has 
between 6-7 million dollars for 
their investigations of : the 
indictments, w!!_~e the Lea~e · 
', 
--- . 
CROWD GOES MAD 
and fifty Ithaca College students 
. angrily. waiting for the del~yed 
late show to begin. The students 
also knew that ·after all this 
waiting, at least one hundred of 
them would be turned away due 
to limited seating arrangements. 
The combination of conditions 
resulted in those same students 
storming the doors of the lecture 
hall en masse as soon as the 
doors from the early show 
opened. The result was one 
smashed door, broken by the 
force of the crush of people. 
Cigars? Cigarettes? Marijuana? 
Most people rushed in 
without paying, a1;1d money was 
collected from possibly one 
hundred students. The students 
by-passed the people on duty at 
the doors, and entered with cans 
of beer, cigarettes, and 
marijuana. These were consumed 
during the film, and as a 
consequence it took until S:30 
a.m. to clean up after the 
"consumers." 
The outcome of the damage 
was the cancellation of the films 
for the rest of the year, under 
orders of Dave Knowlton, 
Coordinator of Student 
Activities. The SAB Film 
has only 2.6 million. 
The Lecture 
At Smith's appearance here 
Tuesday night in TI03, the 
League passed · a can around for 
contributions. Ninety nine 
dollars were collected trorn 
students. The League received 
one hundred dollars from the 
0 ffice of the Dean of 
Humanities and Sciences and 
Smith got an additional fifty 
dollars for speaking: 
The evening consisted of a 
film, and question-and-answer -
period. 
Smith was asked if he felt if 
Committee was able to have the 
film series continued after taking 
full responsibility for the 
clean-up job, and for putting up 
the money to repair the broken 
door. Estimates for the repair of 
the door range from $400 to 
$1000. 
Milgrim Defends 
Sam Milgrim, Chairman of the 
SAB Film Committee and newly 
elected SAB treasurer, acted as 
SAB spokesman 1n the incident. 
"Little or nothing else could 
have been done about it; nothing 
could have been predicted in 
advance; I can't see it happening 
again," he ·sa1cf.' He feels that the 
problem could not arise again, 
since the running time of the 
films will be double checked 
from now on, and that there will 
be ·more people on duty to 
handle any other problems that 
might occur. 
Milgrim was "disappointed in 
the J.C. students; their behavior 
was very immature for college 
students." He feels that the 
students involved should be 
made aware of how close their 
quick and hasty actions came to 
ending the film program for the 
rest of the year-one that has 
often been taken for granted. 
he or his brothers were guilty ot 
any wrongdoing. He answered 
with a definite no. He also said 
he would do it all again if he had 
to. 
No indictments were brought 
against any of the State Police 
involved. Twenty-nine out of the 
:sixty-one prisoners indicted are 
still in Attica. Thirty-two are out 
on bail or have been released. 
Smith says that Rockefeller 
should be indicted, since his 
refusal to come during the initial 
takeover resulted in the death of 
some hostages. · 
Big Black and the other 
brothers come to trial this 
September, three years after the 
fact. 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
CHINESE-AMERICAN FOOD 
118 · W Statt.· St 
opt.•n tut.'~ 
thru ~un Sinn:• 1931 
t·arry-out 
~er\ )(.'t· 
for a <.' hangt.• 111 cu •~mt· try 
ASIA TIC GARl)EN 
Now you can 
protect yourself 
against muggers, rapists 
and worse with this 
amazing new whistle. Wear it 
as a necklace or carry it as a key chain. Its long-range 
penetrating shr-ill brings help in a hurry. The next dark 
night !that's tonight II you'll feel a lot safer just knowing 
you have the greatest protection in the world. Gives 
obscene phone callers a shrilling earful, too. 
GET IT BEFORE YOU HAO IT! 
COME INOA MAIL HANDY COUPON 
Yesl I want to be saved I Send me_ London-Like Whistles 
_ Kev Chain _Necklace (Number I_ Chrome __ 
I enclo~$3.08 for each London-Like 
Whistle. I understand that If I am not Family Jewels Ltd. 
totally utlsfied, I will recei\/8 • complete 3431 Wen Villard Avenue 
refund 11 returned in 10 days. MilwaukH, Wisconsin 53209 
NAME __________ ..:..._ _____ _ 
STREET NUMBER, ______________ _ 
CITY . STATE-ZIP_ 
; --.--,..- . ~ -·-- .. -
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around the camp~• 
Women.s Hockey Downtown 
The Ithaca College Women's Ice Hockey Team 
will hold a car wash downtown in the parking lot 
of !he I. L.F. bank on State Street. You can get 
your car cleaned for only one dollar ($ 1.00) on 
April 27th from 10:00-3:00. Proceeds will go to 
the Ice Hockey Club. The wa~h will not be held at 
all, ever, in the event of rain. 
Best of Broadway 
This Sunday at 11 :00 on WICB-AM, host Rick 
Frishman will play the complete score of "Fiddler 
on the Roof." He will also discuss the plot and 
talk about openings in New York City and in 
Ithaca this week. 
The Afro·Lat1n Society Presents: 
"An African-Latin Cultural 
Experience, April 16th thru 
April 2otll 
Friday, April 19th 
Dr. W1ll1am Cross 
Cornell Un1versoty 
Black Identity and Child Rearing 
12:00prn·Tl02 
Ed Bullins 
Black Aris Workshop 
2:00prn,•TlOl 
May Zuniga Maddock 
The Chicano S1tuat1on 
4:00pm-T!Ol 
National Conference of Art,sts, 
Ithaca Chapter Presents; 
NACIENTE 
(exhibition of art) 
5-7pm 
PABldg, Through May 5tt1 
The Buffalo Black Dance Workshop 
Arena Theatre, 
PA B1dg,7:30pm 
Party 
Towers Cal. 
11pm 
Saturday, April 20th 
Dr. Frances Welsing 
Howard UniversotY 
Child Psychiatrist 
1Pm·S302 
P1ri Thomas 
Prison Reform 
3:00pm-S302 
Professor Rukuctzo Murapa 
Cornell Univers1tY'. 
The Drought· 
West Africa 
5pm, S302 
MANDRILL AND LABELLE 
Ben Light Gym 
8:30pm 
$4.00 advance 
$4.50, door 
Party 
Towers Cal 
llprn 
Feminist Author Here 
Caroline Bird, the author of "l:v<!rything a 
Woman Needs to Know to Get Paid What She's 
Worth", and "Born Female: Tht;. High Cost of 
Keeping Women Down", will be at the Crossroads 
Thursday, Apnl 18 at 8 p.m. lo talk about 
"Women and Work." A reccpllon with 
entertainme~1t hy feminist folksinger Gail Fitzhugh 
will follow. This SAB sponsored event is free and 
open to the public. 
Careers in Journalism 
"Careers in Journalism" an informal panel 
discussion is to he presented on Thursday, April 
25, at 4:00 p.m. m Room I OS of Friends Hall. The 
speakers will he Dr. John Keshishoglou, Director 
of the Division of Communications at Ithaca 
College; Miss Joy Evans, Director, Services for 
Career Plans; and Mrs. Karen Perretta, a 1972 
graduate of journalism school who is a reporter for 
the Ithaca Journal. The program, sponsored by the 
· Office of the Dean of Humanities and Sciences, 
and Services for Career Plans, will focus on options 
at Ithaca College for students who want to prepare 
for journalism, schools of journalism, combining 
journalism with other career interests, and the 
realities of work in journalism. Following the 
program, students will have the opportunity tc ask 
questions and to chat informally with the speakers 
and other resource people who will be present. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Sunday Night 
WICB's SUNDAY NIGHT reporter Jim Gratton 
will be talking with Dave Lord, Director of 
Housing at Ithaca College this Sunday at ?:00. 
They will discuss the various living areas availa~le 
for students. If you are unsure about where to live 
next fall this is your opportunity to learn more 
about what is available and how·to--ge--about the 
procedures to get a room. 
~- -- ------
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~editori~i) Too Late For Heroes? 
There are posters going up on the campus of the University of 
California at ("Where have all the flowers gone?") Berkeley, carrying 
the picture of a young, gun-toting female guerrilla, with the slogan 
"We Love You, Tania" at top in bold. The girl, Tania, is Patricia 
Hearst. She is the newest cult heroine of the counterculture which 
has faded into staid permanence. But before she gets elevated any 
further on demagogy's stairsteps, one should question the validity- of 
further chic worship. 
Is there really any doubt any longer that Patty Hearst is worl~ing 
with the Symbionese Liberation Army? That she is helping the SLA, 
without being forced, to introduce their perverted morality unto a 
general morality already overburdened with perversions? Out of 
more than two _hundred pictures taken of Monday's SLA bank 
robbery, the Federal Bureau of Investigation could only-find four 
that backed up the Hearst family and FBl's hopeful theory that 
Patty was first coerced into "joining" the Army and subsequently 
forced to aid in the bank heist. · 
The other photographs reportedly show a Patricia· Hearst that 
for all appearances was willingly taking part in the holdup. It is not 
hard to believe. Miss Hearst was taken into the isolated semi-society 
of the SLA, where all their actions, corrupt or not, naturally vibrate 
with the spirit of idealism, of actually correcting the outside, 
"normal" society's errors. After a while, surely she could "see" how 
her kidnapping was not ignoble, but an act of high ideals. For her 
withdrawal from the outside world, the world she had 'known, 
thousands of families get fed. By her own actions Miss Hearst could 
never have achieved such an act of brotherhood, be it true or 
perverse. She (?9uld, with the help of daily reinforcement by her· 
capto_rs, begin to see her role as worthy, and her future role in 
helpmg the SLA perhaps even worthier. 
So Miss Hearst, only as human as the rest of us with normal liberal 
guilt, -decides to join the Sym bionese army in liberating society, 
whatever ~he Plan calls for, be it bank robberies, more kidnapping, 
or whatever. The FBl's reluctance to move in, to _acknowledge that 
such a conversion can happen does not help the family they are 
trying to help, it only prolong. the ordeal. -
Still, to make heroes out of the SLA and Patricia Hearst cannot be 
done. They are terrorists, robbers, kidnappers, anarchists. They carry 
sympathies which hutf as much as help; they carry help which finds 
its gifts only in material handouts, quick to please and just as 
quickly forgotten. As much as we need an. alternative to the pi:esent 
system of corruption, coercion and blatant egocentrism, where"are 
people at, the students o( today, if they must strain so hard- for 
heroes that they can put their hopes in the likes of the SLA? 
It is not an ununderstandable situation. Everything that there has 
b~en to put trust in has been taken away; the Kennedys, Martin 
Kmg, the Movement, the Presidendy, the government in general. the 
courts and their justice, now for the rich and important only; even 
the media with their now unhidden bias. They've all :been taken 
away. Morality has fallen, spirituality has failed to unite-is- it any 
wonder UJat the search for new hope has fallen to such a low level 
that people could eve,1 begin to consider the SLA? One can only feel 
sorry for them and for our country if the SLA is the best we have to 
offer. 
You'll Find a Trustee At. .. 
This coming week's Congress meeting will have in its agenda the 
election of a student member of the Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees. It's widely known that I.C. is one of;- the fo_w _in_stitutions 
that has student representation on its Board of Trustees. Al the 
present moment Carla Williams and Chris Nelson are serving the I.C. 
student body in this capacity. · 
This"_j~· a rafher prestigeou~ position:of authority. Maybe a·bit too-.-
easily won; considering the present selection process. Four students 
were nominated at last week's Congress meeting for the one 
two-year term that will open upon Chris Nelson's graduation this 
May. Those nominated were Mark Sperling, Bill Shayne, Judy 
McCoy, and Walt Leiding. - · 
At next week's Congress meeting, the people who nominated 
these four will each make some opening remar.ks about- their 
nominees, and then each candidate will be allow.ed to speak on his 
own behalf. Then, Congress will vote ... the result will be the next 
student member lo lhe Board of Trustees. 
It all sounds a hil too simple. What kind of 'input have· the 
congress members had ahou l the qualifications of these candidates., 
comment 
Lick Tuition 
By Marc Shaeffer 
· How many of them are going to bother to do any homework 
concerning finding out more aobut ~em? How many members of 
the student body are.going to vaice their opinions on who should be 
selected to lli~Jr several Congress reps. How many members or the 
college community actually are aware that this election will be 
taking place next week? How many really care? 
,lt could be JplOther case Qf everybody complaining after the fact. 
There's no need to put ourselves in that kind of position. There is 
_ still enough time to become informed about what's going· on. 
Where? ... byasking the right questions of the right people (ie. your 
Congress rep.). Who do you want representing you on the Board of 
Trustees? po yo~. want ~o have som.e say in who your elected 
representatives elect? ·or are you going to sit back and let things fall 
as they will? . - _ 
Do you know who these people are· that w~t· to represent you? 
What makes them qualified to represent you:. on the Board of 
Trustees? If you hav~ any opinions, voice them now,. to those who 
will do the votir!g. Maybe Trustee repi ·should be voted on_ through 
cam.pus-wide elections rather than through Congress. Does it m~ln• :> 
difference? Do you really want a voice? 
Your Lifetime 
I Ill' cand1datt.'s for offices 111 the Student 
Government held an open forum the day before 
the elect1on 
department. don't we?) We have gymnasts and 
swimnasts and cooks and crooks ... so let't put them 
to ust.>! . 
.-·· ·:.' 
That first sentence isn't suppo~ed to grah you 
and keep you on the edge ot your ~eat: it's just 
supposed to let you know the setting. 
One ot' the candidates pomted out one of the 
sorner state ot affairs at Ithaca College; that we 
are desperately in need of money to keep tuition 
costs from go111g any higher and to make 
professors· salaries equitable at le"st with the cost 
of living_ Tht.'y haven't had a raise comparable i; 
tht: cost of hv111g 111 a coupk of years_ Do you 
know how emharrassmg 11 1s to go into a 
superm;irkt·t and buy thrt.>e quarters of a loaf-of 
bread'' 
!low ahou t orchestra concerts benefiting Ithaca 
College'! How ahou t sending dramatic productions -
on tour to neighboring high schools or colleges, 
proceeds to go to I.C'.'! How about a Children's 
Theatre section of the drama department (We do 
have a drama department. don't we'!) that would 
tour the elementary schools and bring in some 
monies'! 
J the ithacan· 
Tl11!> t·and1date retkcted how unfortunate it is 
that the College must spend so much time and 
energy f111J111g .i V1c.:-Pres1dent of Colkgc 
Relation, who ,upposedly. with his natural charm, 
great w11. t11nd-r;m111g ability or blackmail 
expert1,e. will ra1~e money for J.C. 
It', t•ven a ~orner state of afta1rs when the 
V1.:e-Presidl'llt of College Rl!lat10ns is nght under 
everyonl!\ nose~ and they don't see him. (This 
1sn ·t the candidate ·s views anymore. they're my 
own). He"s here not 111 the form of one super man. 
hut 111 the form of over four thousand Ithaca 
Collegl! students. -
Look. Th!.! Colkge nei.:ds money. This is our 
college. We need the money. What is anyone dqing 
to help except sit hack-and complain about J}ow 
much it costs to go here'! Yeah. it hurts th~ wallet. 
but I for one, worked for seven and a half years 
and contributed all the Bar Mitzvah gelt to the I.C. 
education. 1 want to stay here· but can't much 
longer if the bills go up. 
So'! So we have an orchestra and bands. So we 
have a drama department. (We do have a drama 
How about hake sales and car washes--
downtown? How ahout renting the'Strand Theatre 
for a weekend stint. bringing ..in a double feature 
for the town to enjoy and let Ithaca - College 
benefit'! 
There could be exhibition gymnastic shows at 
neighbonng schools and colleges: again proceeds to 
the College. 
Or a student-run carnival for the town OR the 
quad green behind the Union'! Profits to the 
college, and it would probably .be a lot of fun, not 
only in organizing, .planning ai1d planning and 
produc111g but in attending the carnival itself. 
Or a supervised Day Care -center on campus for 
the working mothers downtown. This idea has not 
only heen suggested bu i carried througl1 on· other 
campuses. 
The new student it:e cream store is a 
beginning-the proceeds are used for a· student 
scholarship fund for needy LC.- students·. (Yes; 
-Virginia. there are needy I.C'. students). 
Tl11:rl' arc . dther ideas. other ways to make 
money wr need and can use. Sorry-, though, .the 
idea of raffling off the h1story departn-ient was 
already suggested. but turned-down. 
This is our -college and our-education. tet's use 
our time, energies an<;! talents to help pay for it-if 
we can. · 
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" 
should be a non-volunteer like 
ettets . _myselO let these people know that we really did appreciate their work and are indebted to them for it. THANKS TO ALL OFYOUL. 
Chain Chain Chain 
To the Editor 
Your page 1 (April 11) article 
on the current chain letter fad 
was well-written and 
comprehensively accurate. It is 
for this reason that I write you. 
at 1·:00 a.m., Wednesday, April 
3. There I was in beq sleeping 
Marie Bettega 
while other st~de~ts, who ha~· r.,-t'he D nn,p le'S 
no more obligat.IOn to thIS ..l. • r ~ti /,j 
school than myself, were wide 
awake passing. out a newsletter V lloW Dage1~ 
to keep the people I here J_ e ~ I .., 
in formed about the power -
shortage we were all suffering 
from. They and all the other By Fred Raker 
T 
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appear in a community of 
Ithaca's size." The Yellow Pages 
can be purchased for SO cents at 
most stores in Ithaca; the I.C. 
bookstore bru copies for sale. 
Hopefully, the public will 
support these two young 
entrepreneurs and purchase the 
one and only Ithaca Area 
Peoples Yellow Pages. Filled 
with "good information, opinion 
and even some bias," this catalog 
was put together in the spirit of 
b,eing completely community 
minded---hoping to bring 
everyone closer together. 
All public service groups or 
individuals are welcome to 
submit information for 
publication. 
----.. -... ~··s~~~~-.. -, 
: 
Andy Gilbert's excellent 
analysis of the chain letter 
system may prompt some 
members of the College to 
actually engage in the process. I 
believe this would be a mistake 
for any, thinking, feeling person. 
The chain letter system, as Ms. 
Gilbert describes, is b~ed on the 
pyramid concept. The flow of 
the cash originates at the base of 
the pyramid and works its way 
to the top. This essentially 
parallels the basic loophole in 
the capitalist economy. That 
system is also based 
(intentionally or not) on the 
pyramid concept; which means 
that those at the bottom 
generate the cash flow but do 
not participate in any 
meaningful way in the benefits 
derived from the system. That 
activity is largely confined to 
those who share the upper 
echelons of the economic 
system. 
. students who helped during this 
crisis did so purely out of 
concern for the students who 
live at this college. Without their 
I 
• $/J.800 MOBILE HOME SELLING FOR $10.000 .f 
• ONE YEAR OLD 24 x 60 I As the saying goes, "lehyour 1 
fingers· do the walking." And 
1
• . J BEDROOMS J½ BATHS LIVING ROOM I 
· time and energy which they gave 
for free; the rest of us would 
have been unaware, 
uncooperative, panicky, and, in 
a manner of speaking, would 
probably have blown the whole 
that's what the Ithaca I' 
Community will be able to do : DINING ROOM DEN AWNING 
now that the Peoples Yellow i 
Pages has arrived. : COMPLETELY CARPETED 
.The Peoples Yellow Pages is a S FULL y SET UP IN LOCAL PARK I 
public service directory intended S t 
thing. 
Although I also appreciaote the 
hard work of Physical Plant, 
Safety and Security, etc., etc., 
these groups had a job 
responsibility to do what they 
did. The students who helped 
did not. Because of this I feel 
that they should be given a very 
special thanks from their fellow 
students over and .above just 
being listed as one of many 
for the greater Ithaca: PHONE: 272-8498 i 
, Community. It includes such !L:!•::.·.-::·=·.·:··:·:-:::·::::::·:,.:::::::·:·=-. =.·=:··. =.·:·=.··~.··:":":":'":":-:::·=· ..=·.·:=·. ::.·.·::.·.·':t services as the locations of child 
care centers, planned 
parenthood and drug 
1 
"your protection-- 0111 profession" 
rehabilitation counseling. Also 
groups \yho helped as in the 
Ithacan Editorial and President 
Phillip's last "Emergency 
Bulletin." I can only give these 
students my personal thanks but 
I'm sure a lot of other students 
feel the way I do and if they 
don't they should. It is 
important that someone (and it 
listed are ecology, research and 
numerous other noninstitutional 
groups. 
A non-profit organization (all 
listings are free), the Yellow 
Pages is managed by two Ithaca 
residents, Will Burbank and Paul 
Glover. The staff originally 
began with nine volunteers but 
now has dwindled down to two. 
Burbank, who works for 
Vocations For Social Change (an 
informal group helping to find 
job alternatives· for people in 
town) commented that the 
directory is, "The first one to 
The chain letter system 
operates much in the same way; 
those who purchase and disperse 
the chain 1etters sit at the top of 
the pyramid, draining the 
resources of the many who 
huddle at the oottom. In short, 
the little man is getting screwed 
again! If the system currently 
being kicked around college cam- THANK YOU· 
. puses should continue on a 
s u f c e s s f u 1 basis, 
it will take precious little 
time before large segments of 
the national economy could be 
affected. 
I under.;;tand that the system 
-ooffined by Ms. Gilbert is 
completely legal. I wonder, 
however, if it is at all moral. 
I would appreciate it if you 
print this letter or pass on the 
thoughts contained herein in 
some other fashion. 
Sincerely, 
Ken Holcombe 
Believe It Or Not 
To the Editor: 
I decided to write this letter 
when a "Ripley's Believe It or 
Not" was slipp~d under my door 
• • for coming to ••• us 1n 
your darkest hou.rs 
SELF SERVICE WASH & 
DRY CLEANERS 
at the coop plaza 
open 7 am till 11 pm 
7 days a week 
always ready to help you 
always attend~d 
Streak 
intoa 
VanHeus'en! 
For revealing your true colors 
in a most original way, 
streaking can hardly be 
overlooked! But for keeping 
up appearances in the most 
high-spiritedsty~!ng, ~a.ring 
designs and eye-opening 
hues, yott'll also need the 
dashing fashion from 
Van Heusen - adventurous • 
new shirts that always get 
noticed! 
VAN 
Brokers 
Robert S. Boothroyd 
Robert L. Boothroyd 
Henry G. Keyser 
William Flyn 
Class !>f '24 
Class of ·'60 
Class of '5~ 
C.L.U. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
·INSURANCE 
• 
··we k'ekome Your /11q11iry" 
} I! East St>tlt'CO. Ithaca. N. r. 
~ ............................ . 
Thursday April 18 
and 
Friday April 19 
CASABLANCA 
7 & 9 P.M. 
TI02 soc 
S~turday April 20 
and 
Sunday April 21 
PLAY IT 
AGAIN, SAM 
7 & 9 P.M. 
Tl02 75c 
. ' j 
I 
,. 
I; :I J 
~{·' 
::.;::L.\ ___ / 
- ...... , .~-~-·-· me..::;.:e-..::::;m 
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Mandrill a·nd 
LaBelle 
THE VILLA 
Corn~r of 3rd and Madison Sfreet 
2 blocks from rt. 13 
3rd slrecl e:x:it 
ITALIAN-AMERICAN CUISINE 
D_ail y special-Piz~a and Carry_ ~ut 
I 
I 
• 
,n Cohcert 
In the fall of 1 971, seven young men began. to 
put their mark in the entertainment field. 
Originating out of New York City they c~ed 
themselves Mandrill. The group's leader Ric Wilson 
- Wllnted to capture an enormous and unique sound 
which is what a mandrill is itself, an extremely 
large and unique animal. The group's first album 
on Polydor recordscffiln't sell as weU as the group 
had expec!ed, but it_did fall).P,iarize !he public with 
their name. Then in 1973 Mandrill broke loose 
with a smash album entitled ''Composite Truth." 
The album contained two gold records, "Hang 
Loose," and "Fencewalk." Their tours in clubs 
and on college campuses to this date have brought 
Mandrill wide acclaim as a most exciting and 
entertaining group. Their latest album, "Just 
Outside of Town " has already passed the million 
mark with tunes' like "Mango Meat," and "Love 
Song." Mandrill will be in concert this Saturday 
April 20th, at. 8:30 p.m. at I.C.'s Ben Light gym. 
$4.00 advance, $4.50 at door. 
LaBelle Fills Bill 
After seeing LaBelle perform, audiences scream 
for more. · Patti LaBelle is one of very few 
performers who have changed with the times aJ!d 
in the process has continued to stay on top of it 
all. Once known as Patti LaBelle and the 
Bluebelles, success and popularity was their 
trademark. Consisting of four singers then, the 
group was the thing for that time. Lead singer 
Patti LaBelle knew a change had to come, and 
·when the· ·music· world was changing in the late 
sixties so did LaBelle. With now three superb 
voices, Patti· LaBelle, Moria Handryx, and Sarah 
Dash-Jiave -mesmerized audiences everywhere with 
singing, handclapping and dartcing. LaBelle will be 
appearing along with Mandrill Saturday night on 
campus in a concert sponsored by the Afro-Latin 
Society, in corljunction with Student Congress. 
J .. ~. ' - ... ..: • 
af'I 
By Sam Milgrim 
Director Michael Curtiz, actors Humphrey 
Bo~rt, Ingrid Bergman, Paul Hemeid, Claude 
Rams, Sydney Greenstreet and Peter Lorre a 
fantastic assembly of_ talent and what better 
vehicle for them than the one and . only 
Casablanca. For those of you who have been 
\tearing about this great film for years, but who 
have never had the c\lance to see it, here it is, 
coming to I.C. on Thursday and Friday April 18th' 
and 19th. . 
, This classic takes place in war time Casablanca 
where an American expatriot named Rick (Bogart) 
owns a cafe'in the spy <:apital of the world which 
is the source of much 'of the intrigue th;t takes · 
place. Thin·gs are going great for Rick until an old 
flame of his (Bergman)" arrives complete with her 
hust?and (Henreid) who is fleeing from the Nazis. 
Bogart fmds himself in the predicament of both 
still loving the girl and having the last exit visas 
available. Put all this in with ··a black piano player 
named Sam who plays a song called "As Time 
Goes By" pnd you have one of the film classics of 
all time. · 
Casablanca will be presented on Thursday and 
Friday April 18th and 19th in Tl 02 at 7 and 9 
p.m. for $.SO. 
There can be little doubt that C~ablanca is a 
film classic just as Bogart is and was a film idol so 
what happens when one of the most gifted modem 
day writers decides that he wants to see more of 
Bogart even though he had been dead for over l S 
years? Play it Again Sam is the answer. It is a film 
about a man who can not live as himself, and 
wants dreadfully to be like his idol, Humphrey 
Bogart. Jerry Lacey (a very talented and uncanny 
look-alike for Bogart) plays Bogart to perfection 
and thr91:1gh the film we see him coaching Wo_ody 
Allen ffom woman to woman with repeat~d." 
failures, until finally he is coached into the bed of 
a woman · who at last appreciates· him. 
Unfortuantely, it is his best friend's wife. 
The· film is fantastically funny·, as only W oo'dy 
Allen Gan __ make it .. Tl~&Jorrnidab\e acting talents of 
All.en's re·a1 life girlfriend Diane Keaton adds 
imme~urably to the film. 
Play It Again Sam is a film that simply should 
not be missed. It will be pfosented on Sat. April 
20th and Sun April 21st at 7 and 9 p.m. in Tl02 
for 75 cents. 
Coming up next weekend, Midnight Cowboy on 
Thursday and Friday and Five Easy Pieces on 
Saturday and Sunday, but more on them next 
week. · 
.• *IN!JIVIUUA~ & GROUP TR,\ V~L _ 
. *EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR S.O.F .A ..... 
*IN1"RA-£UROllEAN fll(afTS & TOURS 
· .· 273-3073 
S-OMEPLACE ELSE 
eekly Specials 
Bourbon J:!ighball 
Slo.e Gin Fizz 50c 
20i I\. AUI:ORA ST·. ITHACA NY 
TAVERN-
" ~ :::,~_ . Mug Club . Thu,:s4a1! 9.·00~1.:0Q 
, so~ft!t·kr / J 
iTA~f~~1 Ha 's Hour ~Frid~ J.jt/Q07tQil :2A 
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Ill Wind Blows in ·West 
By Stouvi Swartz 
I once started writing a review of Blazing 
addles: I once started writing The Great 
merican Novel; I also once started memorizing all 
he positions in The Kama Sutra where the man 
angs from the ceiling by his toes. It's impossible, 
amn it! _ 
great put-on of Dietrich), Gene Wilder, Dom 
DeLouise, Slim Pickens, Liam Dunn (as a preacher 
who implores·the Lord, "Are we going to be saved, 
·or are we just jerking off?") and, stealing the 
show, ex-Detroit Lion Alex Karras as Mongo, a 
half-wit mountain man who just may be a latent 
homosexual. 
Bia.zing Saddles is downtown somewhere. 
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The following programs will be broadcast on Sunday 
evenlng,_Aprll 21, 1974 on Cable Channel 7. 
7:30 Consumer Insight Dr. Heinz B. Blesdorf, an 
Associate Professor with the Dept. of Consumer 
Economics and Public Polley at Cornell and Dr. "Rip" 
RI ploy, a local car dealer Join host Pat Cambell this week 
to discuss car repair costs, what you should know about 
your car and your mechanic. 
8:00 Allegro Dr. James Ode, Associate Professor of Music 
at Ithaca College joins Diane Gayeskl to demonstrate and 
give an Interesting history of the trumpet. 
8:30 What's Cooktn•r Nell Schwartz and Fred Berner are 
host to Chef Christian Wlndfuhr this week as he prepares 
gourmet European dellcacles lricluding Holstein Schnitzel. 
9:00 Emphasis Ithaca ICTV's weekly news show that 
wraps up this_ past week •s news even'5 on and around the 
Ithaca College Campus. 
Suffice to say that the movie does not, nor does 
t have any pretensions to, making the slightest bit 
f sense. It is hilarious most of the time, ridiculous 
ome of the time, and downright stupid once in a 
hile. · 
9:30 Muslcactlon Performer Mike Lester joins Bob 
Nicholson to sing his songs and to talk about his music 
this week. Musicaction newsman, Greg Star reports the 
latest news In the music world as well as the facts· about 
upcoming club and concert dates. This week's featured 
artist Is Bob Dylan. Transformation. 
~ TWJ.IVBll'r .... Mel Brooks is of The Old School of Nonsense 
omedy: he'll do anything for a joke, and there's 
ot to be a joke every second. Another thing with 
_By Ric~ Bernstein 
rooks-nothing is sltered. At least Woody Allen Pacing Reacers' Theatre has always been a 
akes his· own. neuroses seriously. Brooks holds problem. And it proved troublesome once again 
verything up to ridicule: the old west, yesterday with Transformation in the Arena 
otherhood, horses, Howard Johnson's, sissy Theatre ... 
horeographers, Germans, that love goddess of The first half of the production consisted of 
esteryear Heddy Lamarr, Indians, blacks, poetry readings written by Anne Sexton and 
vhites-like in a Don Rickles tirade, everyone gets adapted for the stage by David Winegrad._ All 
is fair chance to be insulted. Brooks is an Equal considerations for tempo were ignored. At several 
pportunity humiliator. . instances in the program that resulted in laughter, 
Although Mel is often guilty. of trying too hard the players would noCpause to let the laughter 
or a joke (after the tenth time, the play out. Blocking the players in geometric 
nispronounciaticm of evil Hedley Lamarr's name patterns is about as far as you can go in Readers' 
ecomes something short of comical)Blazing Theatre. which is rather old hat and another 
addles still contains some of the funniest disadvan~ to this. type of production. Winegrad, as 
oments I've seen· on film. Brooks courageously director- as well, did what has been done before 
reaks through the· Puritanical barrier of not ancl .. absolutely no better or worse. Even readings 
llowing a farting scene in an American film (the themselves were highly depressing, since they 
talian_s had experimented with farting, as far/back recount stories of addiction· and other melancholy 
s the neo-realist films of the . late '40's. tales. · 
ncidentally, in a heretofore unknown fact, we What truly saved the program and made it 
discovered that .Renoir, the French cinematic thoroughly enjoyable was the second half. The 
genius, was the progenitor' of the discreet burp in poetry readings wer~ replaced by a form of theatre 
the '40's, and spurred the late fifties n_ew wave instituted on the· broadway stage by Paul Sills 
"farte francaise"). · called Story Theatre, which utilized a unique form 
There are numerous scenes in the film that are of narrative to spice up old folklore. Fables such as 
guaranteed to break you up, but I won't spoil Hansel and Gretel, Rumpelstilskin·, and Rapunzel 
them for you by listing them here (it also makes became adult entertainment and highly enjoyable 
my job easier, and I can get out qf here sooner). theatre. 
Cleayon Little is fi~e as the sheriff '!VJ:io must . The_ calibre of the acting seemed to improved 
battle racial prejudice, some ridiculous lines (with but it really didn't. It was the material that was 
Rictrard Pryor on the writing staff, you would upgraded. In particular I'd like to make special 
think Cleavon would have some better lines) and a mention of three fine performances. Elisabeth 
pair of very tight. pants. Other loonies around for Fowler as the witch in Hansel and Gretel, Mark 
the fun are Harvey Korman, Madelein Kahn (in a Pierce as the peasant in The Little Peasant, and 
.---........ ~;;;;..;;; ...................... ------
TAVMRlf 
wt11e,., ... .._ 
Tuesday lhru Saturday 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Dinners served 6:00-8:30 . 
Reservations Requested- 539-7724 
ENIIIOUS COCKTAILS 
. GREAT FOOD . . 
HLAXING ATMOSPHUIII 
r. ,";,,_ 
,··,;~v·y,0 
Open Friday Nights •fit 9 P.M. 
':T1on/.>':)Jo1""'e• -~ 
.i!~:~~T!!}J::_t" 11 ·~ . ~~· ' ', 
A. m·~ g,itPd ~lo,>c. 144 £.£tale £heel ~t.A.~2-1810• 
ltha<'a. Nto• \'ork 111-:;.c 
IFHACA 'S Exc,uslVE 
AUTHORIZUJ KEEPSAKE NAUR 
l:ap.ert ll,lfatch -Jew•lry Repairing 
8emounting of Diamonds 
Katherine Meiberg in the title role of Rapunzel. 
In this h~f of :the program thy dialogue was 
generously sprinked with sarcastic similes that 
provided a significant porti9n ~of - the humor. 
Analogies such as "Insistent as a Jehovah Witness·;, 
"Hair as strong as a dog leash" or "As ugly as ~n 
artichoke''. are extremely imaginative and were 
properly underplayed by all concerned. 
SHARE THE RIDE -
w11niJIAlr1s ·sAi1··wA·N··rs···vo·uy····· 
AND GET ON 
A GOOD THING. 
- Us means Greyhound. dnd a lot of your fellow stud~nts 
who are already on to a good thing You leave when you 
like travel comfortably Arrive .refreshed and on time 
You·11. save money, too. over the increased standby air 
fares. Share the ride V"lth us on weekends. Holidays 
Anytime Go Greyhound 
TO 
NEW YORK 
8:50am 
TO 
CH~·:\ HOl \I) SER\ ICE 
ONE WAY 
$14.40 
1:05pm 
ROUND TRIP 
$27.40 approx. 5 hr. 
3: I 5pm 6:0!lprn I ~:40arn 
WASHINGTON $18.85 
. DC $35.90 approx. 8 hr . 
3: 15prn 
8:55am l l:30arn I :05pm 3: I5pm 9:20p~ l2:40a 
'TO . . 
PHILADELPHIA $13.50 S25.70 dpprox. 6 hr. 
8:55am 6:05pm f2:40am 
.TO 
eo·sToN S20.55 S39.05 h. approx, 9 r. 
7:40am. 12: 15pm . 3:15pm c:OSpin 
GRE\'IIOt'.\U TKA \'t.l; Ll·,!\Tt:n 
710 :·:W .Stale St. 
212-7930 
a 
Are· yo_u-. interested in becoming 
one of the 6 chairmen of the 
Student Activities Board? 
FILMS_ 
RE-CREATION 
W.A.C.Y. 
or 
EXHIBITS 
SPEAKERS 
PUBLICITY 
member of the Bureau of Concerts 
~itk·up an application in ihe Union Office 
before 
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. . erratically at times. But after the 
fourth inning everyone saw the 
Mike St. -. :i:,ouis · they- were 
· expecting.-ln the fifth inning he 
. had_ the bases _ loaded and only 
· one out. He then-· made the 
opposition hit two ground balls 
· for easy outs and he was out of BASEBALL BOMBER-S WIN ,his jam. The rest of thegameiie 
\ooked sharp. _ _ 
--- Combining for Ithaca's only 
By Richard Towloman and Dan Rosen run were first baseman Mike 
The Ithaca. College baseball in a jam when a walk, error and Whittemore who scored from• 
team, led by Coach of the Year . a base hit cost him a run in the second base and second baseman 
Carlton .Wood, made its area first. A walk, two wild pitches, Lou Conte who got the R. B. I. 
debut Tuesday against the Big and a double cost the Bombers . Yesterday the Bombers 
Red of Cornell at Hoy Field on another run in the second. A turned the tide by handing 
the East Hill. The Bombers ran long triple followed by a single Cortland its . third loss of the 
into trouble losing by a score of co~t St. Louis another run in the season by a 4-1 decision. The 
4-1.. thud; Cornell the~ went on to_ Ithacan's · victory marked the 
Pitcher Mike St. LQuis, who scor~, another ~n m the fourth .. first· win for them and brought 
was drafted by the Montreal Mike St. Louis got off to a their record to 1~3, on the 
_Expos in Jam~arr.r found him~elf very shaky start_, thr_owing season. · · 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
IJJ•ti•lizi111 in 
The slugging stars for Ithaca 
were outfielders Pete Crandall 
and Bob Didsbury. Pete had two 
R.B.I.'s on a sacrifice play and a 
single to center while Bob had 
one on a solo homerun. 
The Bombers will face East 
Stroudsburg today and Rochester 
tomorrow on Freedman Field. 
They -take to the road this 
weekend as they travel to East 
Stroudsburg Saturday and Kings 
College on Sunday. Diamond 
Dust: It is rumored that ·Coach 
Wood will have his team change 
to gold spikes to mat!=h its new 
gold bats. 
.,. 
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~II Smoker's Supplies 
Paperbound Books 
Pipe Repairs· 
Magazines 
N~wspapers 
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COUNSELORS~ ·June .23rd· 
• Aua:'.22nd:Camp Wayne; Pa.·, 
·· -t ½ · hts. Ithaca: Specialties. • 
Males • Females. Ham Ra,dio, 
Tr~ck, Soccer, Tennis, Sailing, 
Swimming, Photo, Bac)c~pack, 
Basketball, Golf, Shop. 
Application, write 633 Barnard 
Ave., _Woodmere, N.Y. 11598,, 
516-295-5544. ~Camp-us 
.interviews arranged. 
Dear Anay (Glrlbert): 
You're suCh an asset to the 
newspaper, even though you were a 
sucker when you took my coune. 
Love aThe Original One. 
dear Jan, 
thankx to you and the Easter 
bunny for my candy. please try and 
pay attention In class tomorrow for 
once! takes notes Instead of 
squiggles. 
Dear Waul- el 
Classifieds 
1 enjoy your smlle, your laugh, 
your jokes, pranks and company. Is' 
that being too dependent? And, is 
freedom for you Just another word 
for nothing left to lose? 
protege 
. Dear AndY Girlbert; 
TOWIIIIOUSI 
ASSOCIATas 
27~:1571 
J Bedroom,· 2 Ba1hs 
. Prlvale G•rden and Balcony 
Complete Kltclwn· Recreation Area 
Attached Healed Garage Included 
Pet• and Children Welcome 
Wolk to Cotnt!II. t.C. & Downtown 
For Sale! 
Tasco binoculars, 2 months 
old··Brand new condition. Model 
number 216--fully coated optics 
10x50 ft. at 1000 yd. featherweight. 
Best offer. Must sell. 
x-682 ask for Nancy SOI WT 
dear 331, 
that's the last time i count on you 
to pick a low lottery number! 
You're doing a great job-•honestly. 
That's about as serious as I can be at 
one time. Keep up the good work. 
The former. 
Pozo, ' 
Actually you're all right. • 
Mr. Nice Guy 
566J 
R Ide Urgently, desperately and 
frantically wanted. Badly needed, 
too. For two to Chicago or any 
points further West, at close of 
school. Call Andy at x783 or Diane at 
x747 as soon as possible. 
* 
MISTEII "NUT 
~ The lest· up 
oi Coffee 
.in Town 
2MS0UTNM1ANW 
catl ... VILLA,E '91.Eltl 
at co-u•tY CoatlEIS 
ICKEY' 
MUSIC· STORE 
201 S. Tioga St. 
Ithaca , N. Y.; 
272-826!1 
Now-Tapes 
and Records 
SESSIONS: 
June 10th 
June 24th 
July 8th 
July 22nd 
~~g_. 5th 
Social Science 
Fine Arts 
Radio.;TV 
Drama 
~atural Science 
Music 
Athletics 
Film 
Humanities 
Exhibits 
Theatre 
Cinematography 
Health 
Re~reation 
Work Shops 
Communications Arts 
ALSO 
'Summ.er 
Repectory 
Theatre 
Sununer Recreation at its Finest. 
l ··-. l •••• - •• 
,._.' '. ' •. ·,:-::' -;.~-~---;'!_-, - -
BLACK HIRINGS. 
(corz_tinuedfrom page one) 
:· ... ,.. .; -
that this is so.· However, exact 
figures as to. what each 
department' is offering ·are 
confidential. The Provost has 
stated that the College is on -a 
"no growth budget", so that 
extra funds are not available, 
and department heads have 
confirmed that limited resources 
have made recruitment difficult. 
Money is not the only 
difficulty that recruiting 
departments have experienced. 
Many departments have taken to 
placing advertisements in 
various: scholarly journals as a 
way of contacting possible 
recruits. Yet this presents two 
problems which are not easily 
alleviated. In their 
advertisements, departments are 
prohibited by law from 
specifically mentioning that 
minority group members are 
wanted, even though that often 
is the case. Furthermore, when a 
prospective applicant either calls 
. .... - ... ,/~,- ;. ~ ~ .. ·:·.·,': 
part-time teaching position , for 
next year. The inte:ntion there is 
to .bring a black literature ·course 
into the· curii-culum·. 
Department. Head Charles Grace 
expects that one of · the 
applicants will end up at Ithaca 
Colle_ge. .-
ELECTIONS. (contin·11e_d from pagz onf!J 
said he will work on while in 
office is the student run book 
co-op promised in the Prism 
platform. To research this 
operation the President went to 
Long Island University to see the 
book co-op they have 
established there. He plans to 
return again to gain more 
information and experience on 
the project. 
He plans also to set up an 
immediate inquiry into the 
expenditures of Student 
Congress and suggestions on how 
to spend the money inbetter 
ways. 
The O_thers 
or writes concerning the Alongside the easy victory of 
opening, he or she does not . the Prism candidates stands the 
always make it clear if he or she . wide margin the · Electric 
is a minority group member. Company's' votes over the 
Despite the recruitment ·Realist party in the race for 
problems, it appears as if Ithaca Senior Class official seats. Lloyd 
College, which has at present Ecker won by 177 votes over 
one black faculty member, is Mike Williams for senior class 
making gains in the area of president. The offices of vice 
minority gro~p hirings. The president and treasurer were 
Sociology department " ... has won by Tom Fuller, by 199 
hired a full-time black professor votes, and Don Lee, by 187. 
for the Fall of 1974; is presently Linda Mauriello won -the 
seeking an additional black secretarial position unopposed. 
professor for full-time status for The Electric Company offers 
Fall 1974," according to the a wide variety of plans for senior 
department's response to the class partying. They seek a 
resolution. The Politics Happy Hour for seniors before 
department has recently made every home football bout, and 
an offer to a prospective black they request another senior class 
faculty member .. And the skating party. They want to 
English department has reviewed make use of a revolving budget 
two black ap~licants for a· (continued on page eleven)· 
FRIDA • • 
SURF AND TURF . 
SATURDAY NITE: 
$5.95 
PRIME 'lll SPECIAL $5.50 
INCLUDES BOTTLE OF SPARI5,LING BURGUNDY. 
Char-Pit 
205 Elmira Rd, Ithaca 
Exotic hand-embroidered authentic_ folk-designs. 
Colorful peasant blouses, tunics, dresses, robes 
and caftans. Men's and women's folk wear. 
~dShalna 
BOUTIQUE FASHIONS 
3 Convenient location, 
-'l lCOLLEGEAVE • . t.48E.STATEST 
CORTLANDVILLE MAU-· 
'/ 
- • • - ' - 1--~ ,. • • " • -· ........ ···.J.~. ,_, . 
ELt:CTIONS 
that will expand the1 use of the 
senior class hudget'threefold. •. 
Ecker also mentioned plans to 
allocate more money to the 
senior Physical Therapy majors 
,in New York City. At present, 
Ecker said, ·they have "very little 
to play around with." He would· 
like to hear student reaction to 
playin'g· The Sting' for the 
graduation theme instead of 
Pomp and Circumstance. 
Mauriello· sees her position as 
an "information handler." 
Responsible for all 
correspondence involved with 
senior activities, she also has a 
personal desire to meet all the 
sen~ors and discuss things with 
them. 
In Judicial Court elections the 
entire Ithaca Nine slate won over 
, five independent candidates. 
Dear Andy G., 
Thank you for helping .me keep 
peace of mind when I really needed 
It. 
The Other A. 
For Salo:' King Size Waterbed 
(7'x4½'). Best S:rew Cap Value--3 
mll vinyl, Complete with frame and 
liner. Heater available. $50. Call Dale 
277-3320. 
For Sale: Yamaha FG-150 6 string 
acoustic guitar. Steel string folk. New 
$120, 8 months old, r.ow $60. Call 
Dale 277-3320. 
For Sale: Brother:. Opus 900 Manual 
typewriter and case. Like now, $25. 
Call Dale 277-3320. 
Dear Paul, 
You promlsed ••• Has trust stopped 
being your top priority? I've never 
broken yours and never will. 
Mont 
Linda Mauriello, oon'Lee, Tom Fuller, - MALLORY 
and Uoyd Ecker of the Electric Co: 
Advantage Indoor Tennis. FIRST 
MEN'S OPEN TENNIS 
TOURNAMENT. April 
0
26, 27, 28. 
$300 prize money. All males within 
35 mlle radius of Ithaca eligible. 
Phone 257-2202. 
Dear Jodie, 
Keep In mind you owe me a show. 
Try adding the hula-hoop to your 
act. l'ss be watching. 
Window n!llghbor. 
Hello to my friends who, are 
visiting this weekend. 
Love, 
Cindy Leigh 
Dear Ami, Ken, Pete and Judy--
Welcome! Hope we have a great 
weekend. REallY glad you came up. 
brother/cousin/friend 
·unusual gyt s 
r 
the ii;on shop 
DOW!\TOW~ 
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Thlghbulp-
You WIii be 10 tan we won't be 
able to see after dark. Just a 1Uouette 
of your pot. 
Ladyface-· 
Love & miss you, 
Us 
Have a great weekend with Beaver. 
Dear Cape Cod lnd'ependent-
Love, 
Sweepy 
1 thought It would have been really 
great, tills summer. When all we have 
, left Is to shape our future and It 
doesn't want to be shaped, what's 
left thenr I'll miss you .•• more than 
you'll ever know. Anll hell, who 
needs a rommate when you've got so 
many friends? 
Hurting 
To all my friends-
Thanks millions for your help In 
the windmills of my mind. 
signed, "I've got to talk to you ... " 
Sensual Massage. Call Pam 273-1856. 
Wanted To Buy: A 1972 Porsche 
914. WIiiing to pay up to $300. Call 
1317865. 
To the Pub Correspondent 
Bottoms up! (But keep listening 
even when you fall). 
To Hotel Singapore, 
Great work team, let's try and 
keep It going. I even enjoyed the 
shower. 
signed, 
Sport 
dear rae, 
hold the pickles, hold the-
1ettuce ••• 1dd bolling water and stir It 
up ••• what a 11olce! you'll be famous 
yet. 
ellen 
Dear Mom, 
we miss you. Please come home, 
I'm sure that your son and I can 
work It out with you. 
Your daughter 
S-· 
I'm sorry about dinner last night. 
Flowers to you. 
ISAG •... 
Jeff G.-
Happy Early Birthday. 
Love, 
Miami Beach 
Joyce• How will you ever put up with 
me next year? 
Love ya, C1n 
For Sale: One slightly used pair of 
socks. Good condition. Call A.N. Kell 
201-4765. 
• 5 Min. From Downtown Los Angeles In A Suburban Community 
• Enrollment Now Being Accepted for September term 
• Inquiries Are Invited By The Dean Of Ad!"issions:· 
GLENDALE COLLEGE OF tA W 
220 NO. GLENDALE AVE 
GLENDALE, CA. 91206 (213) 247-0770 
ONCE,.A KNIGHT DID DECIDE 
TO TAKE ADVANTAGl=. OF AN 
OPPORTUNITY TOO GOOD, 
PERHAPS, TO BE TRUE. 
FOR A SMAL.L FEE HE DID 
RECEIVf:. A PERS0NA1.ITY 
PROFll.E TEST-AND THE 
GUARANTEE OF A ROOMMATE 
MOST PERFECTI-Y. AND 
DESERVEDI-Y MATCHED. 
AND 50, AWAITING THE 
ARRIVAL OF HIS ROOMIE, 
HE DID SPRUCE UP HIS DIG5. 
AND SOON, HE DID FALL INTO 
FANTASY MOGT CHAUVINISTIC. 
AH, THE DELIGHTS OF . 
1.IBERATED COHABITATION! 
At-,117, TQO, HE DID DREAME 
OF THE. JOYS OF SHARING 
SOME FROSTY-COLD SCHAEFER 
BEER. 
.. -...... ... 
. WHENCE HE WAS AWOl<EN 
FROM HIS REVERIES BY A 
CLARION KNOCK. 
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.. Elmira Road, Ithaca. N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
ALL FOB UNDlll SS.• ·. 
Half price for teetotalers under 12, plus all the sarsaparilla you can drink. 
M(Q)NDJ£7 all the drinks 'PJ can drink with 
Sirloin Steak, NY. Cut 
TU~\[)t\~ all the drinks 'PJ can drink with _ 
Roast Prime Ribs.of Beef 
Soup of tlae Evea1n1-Today, Tomorrow, Always. 
Our Great Onion Soup·•••••••• wltll Imported ClaeNe -1'2§ 
-
INCLUDES: Unlimited Table Wine, Gouda Cheese with Crusty Bread, 
Macadamia N1:1ts, Unique Spinach-Bacon-Mushroom Salad, Vintage Coffee. 
~~~~SUBSTITUTIONS.~-~~~ 
:PRIME RIBS - 875 . SIRLOIN STEAK - 875, · . 
MAINE LOBSTER. - 8-75 :S0t1ILLA:SAISSE (~) .-. 8'22 , 
COQUILLE ST. JACQUES (Scallo_ps &, Mush.room: crusted w/theese) - .77R. 
ltATATOtJ'ILLE (~0c1e)-875 TROUT >4' 875 
IIIIIXIWIXIXXXIXf 1,.'!:)xxxax1axa1&Xli~ 
BOG"R~ AND-OTH€R A\DULOUS . , 
-H I I MOIi€ f~\IORITES 
